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 Excessive anterior-posterior (A-P) and internal-external (Int-Ext) laxity has been 
associated with early onset osteoarthritis. The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and the menisci 
are the most commonly injured soft tissue structures in the knee during sporting events and 
activities of daily living. A-P and Int-Ext laxity are also a primary concern in total knee 
arthroplasty as they have been tied to surgical outcomes and patient satisfaction. Conflicting 
reports have indicated greater success in achieving targeted laxity measures and appropriate 
femoral rollback in cruciate-retaining (C R) and cruciate-substituting (C S) designs. The first aim 
of this study was to characterize the roles that the ACL and menisci play in A-P translation and 
Int-Ext rotation. The second aim was to quantify the differences in constraint between a CR and 
CS design and determine which prosthesis better achieved femoral rollback. A series of manual 
manipulations were performed on six cadaveric specimens before and after a meniscectomy, 
ACL-resection, and CR and CS total knee replacements. Kinematics were calculated using the 
Grood-Suntay coordinate system definition, and A-P translation was assessed by tracking the 
lowest point on the medial and lateral condyles of a femoral bone model. These kinematic data 
were used to fit radial basis functions that approximated the passive constraint to serve as 
consistent measures of laxity across conditions. The primary role of the menisci in joint 
constraint was in external rotation; a 6° increase was observed at 80° flexion following 
meniscectomy. Up to 3° more internal rotation was attributed to the resection of the ACL in early 
flexion (0°-30°), and a maximum of 10 mm more anterior tibial translation was observed at 30°. 
This work provides an in-depth description of the roles of the menisci and ACL and inform 
evaluations of reconstruction and replacement procedures. No significant differences in either 
Int-Ext or A-P laxity were seen between the CR and CS prostheses; however, posterior femoral 
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rollback was not retained in the CS design. These results indicate that a CS implant can be used 
to achieve similar joint laxity as the CR design for patients with a deficient PCL, but the effects 
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction and Significance 
 Maintaining proper joint constraint is linked to the health of the knee and comfort for 
patients. Cartilage thinning occurs after changes to internal-external (Int-Ext) rotation [1], and 
early development of osteoarthritis has been linked to excessive Int-Ext and anterior-posterior 
(A-P) laxity [2]. The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and menisci are soft tissue structures in 
the knee that govern tibial rotation and A-P translation and play a role in proprioception and 
stability [3]. Damage to these structures raises the risk of arthritis and other knee injuries [1, 4, 
5]. Due to the prevalence of meniscal and ACL tears both in sports [6] and daily living [7], 
understanding the specific contributions of the menisci and ACL to constraint is necessary so 
that surgical interventions, reconstructions, and implant designs can be designed and validated. 
There are two competing viewpoints on whether the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) 
should be retained during in total knee replacements. Surgeons and researchers that advocate for 
cruciate-retaining (C R) designs advocate that it maintains more natural kinematic patterns, 
including the posterior femoral rollback observed in flexion [8, 9]. The PCL has been reported as 
a contributing factor to rollback due to its alignment and increased tension in flexion [10]. 
However, the literature also has reports of greater rollback in both cruciate-substituting (C S) and 
posterior-stabilized (P S) TKRs [11-13]. The primary interest in femoral rollback lies in the fact 
that it can increase the flexion range of motion (R OM) by reducing the forces the quadriceps 
need to exert as the tibia displaces anteriorly [14]. Most prosthetics that sacrifice the PCL have a 
cam-post interaction that engages as the knee flexes to prevent posterior tibial translation and 
often elevates varus-valgus (Vr-Vl) and Int-Ext constraint [15]. Reducing the contribution of soft 
tissues to joint constraint may sometimes be necessary [16], but this comes at the cost of 
lowering knee functionality in certain activities such as tennis and golf. A CS design has raised 
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anterior lip and heightened tibiofemoral conformity and may increase ROM while ensuring A-P 
and Int-Ext constraint. 
This research had two main objectives: 1) quantify the changes to tibiofemoral constraint 
following meniscectomy and ACL resection and 2) quantify the passive constraint of a cruciate-
substituting total knee replacement system relative to the equivalent cruciate-retaining design. 
This chapter has laid out the importance of the study reported herein. The second chapter is a 
literature review establishing the background information related to the anatomic structures and 
prosthetic designs important for this study. The third chapter describes the effects of 
meniscectomy and ACL-resection on tibiofemoral kinematics and uses this to describe the roles 
of the involved anatomic structures. Chapter four presents the results comparing a CR and CS 
design with respect to their constraint of Int-Ext rotation, A-P translation, and femoral rollback. 





CHAPTER 2. Literature Review 
2.1 Anatomy and Physiology 
 The motion and stability of the knee are largely influenced by both the soft tissue 
structures at the joint and the geometry of the articulating bones or implants. This review 
describes the anatomy and physiology of the menisci and cruciate ligaments. It also addresses 
how different total knee replacement (TKR) designs that either retain or substitute the posterior 
cruciate ligament (PCL) affect the kinematics and constraint of the knee. 
2.1.1 Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) originates from a posteriomedial fossa, or 
depression, on the lateral femoral condyle and inserts onto the anterior portion of the 
intercondylar fossa on the tibia [17]. The ACL is made up of two sets of connective tissue: the 
anteromedial and posterolateral bundles [18]. The ACL and PCL cross between the femur and 
the tibia. 
The ACL is the primary restraint of anterior tibial translation [19, 20]. The constraint 
provided by the ACL is not uniform across flexion [21, 22]. The ACL has been shown to shorten 
as the knee flexes, which reduces the tension in the ligament and diminishes its ability to restrain 
motion [22]. The maximum strain in the ACL occurs when the knee reaches 30 degrees flexion, 
and the minimum occurs in full knee flexion (>120 degrees) [21, 23]. It has been shown that 
upon ACL resection, there are significant increases in anterior movement of the tibia throughout 
flexion [20, 24, 25]. 
The ACL has also been reported to have a secondary role in constraining internal-
external (Int-Ext) rotation; however, there are inconsistencies in the literature. Gollehon et al. 
reported that ACL resection alone did not affect internal rotation, and Wroble et al. concluded 
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that the primary resistance to internal rotation comes from the lateral collateral ligament and 
antero- and posterolateral joint capsule structures [26, 27]. Contrary to this, Ahn et al. found 
increased internal rotation upon a simulated pivot shift test [24]. A five degree increase in 
external rotation has also been observed in ACL deficient subjects during stair ascension [28]. 
Additionally, the strain in the ACL is increased by application of internal torque [4, 29]. This 
strain reached a maximum at full extension and hyperflexion exhibiting a different trend than 
that observed either in passive flexion or applied anterior load, which may be explained by the 
primary contributors to IE constraint, namely the collateral ligaments, playing a diminished role 
in the highly flexed knee [29]. Maximum forces through the ACL are achieved by a combination 
of anterior load and internal torque when the knee is mostly extended [4, 30]. 
2.1.2 Posterior Cruciate Ligament 
The PCL originates within the intracondylar notch on the medial femoral condyle and 
attaches to the posterior intercondyloid fossa on the tibia [31]. Similar to the ACL, the PCL has 
an anterolateral and posteromedial bundle [32]. The PCL is the strongest of the knee ligaments, 
which partially explains why it is injured less frequently than the others [33]. 
The PCL is the primarily responsible for constraining posterior tibial translation [19, 34]. 
During activities of daily living, specifically stair ascent, patients with PCL deficiency often 
experience a posteriorly subluxed tibia, which can lead to discomfort and instability [34]. The 
PCL has its largest effect on posterior motion around 90°, but it contributes to constraint 
throughout flexion [26, 35]. The minimum strain in the PCL occurs at full extension where it 
provides the least restraint to motion [23]. Few studies have examined how PCL deficiency 
affects the medial and lateral compartments of the knee individually, but Logan et al. showed 
that the medial compartment was more affected by the PCL [36].  
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The PCL also acts as a stabilizer of external rotation. Excessive external rotation in 
conjunction with posterior laxity at 90° has been used to diagnose PCL injury [37]. Additionally, 
Kennedy et al. reported a slight, but significant, reduction in external constraint following an 
isolated PCL resection throughout flexion [38]. They also reported that it acted to restrain 
internal rotation, especially in deep flexion. Gollehon et al. reported that isolated PCL resection 
did not affect external rotation, but their study was limited to flexion below 90° [26]. The effect 
of the PCL on IE laxity has been observed to be significantly less than that of the collateral 
ligaments [39].   
2.1.3 Menisci 
The menisci are fibrocartilage structures that cover roughly two-thirds of the tibial 
plateaus [40]. They have a semicircular shape, and the majority of the fibers run 
circumferentially, which allows axial stress to be converted into a hoop stress that helps the 
menisci bear compression. The meniscus is separated into three sections: an anterior horn, a 
meniscal body, and a posterior horn [41]. Two entheses, which are connective tissues that attach 
a ligament, tendon, or meniscus to bone, connect the menisci to the tibial plateau at the anterior 
and posterior horns [42]. The posterior horn of the medial meniscus is more pronounced than the 
anterior horn. The lateral meniscus is smaller and more mobile than the medial meniscus [43]. 
There is generally more motion in the lateral compartment during normal daily activities [20]. 
The menisci aid with load distribution, joint stability, proprioception, and improves conformity 
between the convex femoral condyles and flat tibial plateaus [3, 40, 44, 45].  
If the meniscus is damaged to an extent that it is not repairable, a total meniscectomy is 
often performed to reduce pain. This causes the center of contact to move posteriorly and slightly 
toward the center of the knee [6, 44, 46]. Contact stresses also increase as the contact area 
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diminishes [44, 46]. A full radial tear near the posterior horn has been shown to produce similar 
stress profiles [46] and kinematics [47] as a total meniscectomy, which is likely because the 
circumferential fibers are severed preventing the development of hoop stress in the meniscus. An 
incomplete tear, even one that crosses 90% of the meniscus, has significantly reduced stress from 
a total meniscectomy indicating that meniscal function is somewhat preserved in the cases of 
severe, but not total, meniscal tears [44]. 
The roles of the medial and lateral menisci to anterior-posterior (A-P) and Int-Ext 
constraint are not fully understood. Isolated medial meniscus damage or resection has been 
showed by some researchers to result in an increase in anterior tibial translation [48-50], but 
other groups show no change in A-P laxity [42, 51]. It is generally accepted, however, that it 
plays a substantial secondary role in A-P constraint following ACL injury [20, 24, 25, 52, 53]. A 
lateral meniscectomy does not significantly affect tibial translation in the absence of other 
injuries [20], but it does act as a secondary constraint following ACL injury [54]. A total bilateral 
meniscectomy increases tibial translation to a greater extent than either meniscectomy 
individually [55]. Both menisci are involved in controlling the Int-Ext rotation of the knee. The 
prominent posterior horn of the medial meniscus prevents anterior tibial translation of the medial 
plateau, which explains observations that external rotation is primarily affected following 
meniscectomy [46]. Increases in external rotation have been observed in both cadaveric 
experiments and in live patients walking [56, 57] or ascending and descending stairs [6]. Some 
studies report the largest deviations around 30 degrees knee flexion [42, 46], but others report 
increasing laxity in deeper flexion [6]. The lateral meniscus has a smaller role in Int-Ext 
constraint, and these changes are usually only seen in conjunction with an ACL injury [20]. 
Approximately three degrees more internal rotation has been reported in knees with an ACL 
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injury and a lateral meniscal tear [28]. Both medial and lateral meniscal tears are more common 
following ACL injury or reconstruction [58]. The compression of the joint has been implicated in 
affecting the contribution of the menisci with the menisci having a larger role in constraint as the 
knee is compressed [55]. 
2.2 Total Knee Replacement 
 Patients experiencing chronic knee pain or instability often need to have total knee 
arthroplasty in order to perform everyday activities and improve their quality of life. There are 
several different prosthetic designs that differ in the amount of natural tissue is retained. Three 
common types are cruciate-retaining (C R), cruciate-substituting (C S), and posterior-stabilizing 
(P S). CR designs sacrifice the ACL but retain the PCL. CS TKRs remove both cruciate 
ligaments and use a more conforming tibial insert with a raised anterior or posterior lip. PS 
designs also sacrifice both cruciate ligaments, but the tibial insert contains a post that interacts 
with a cam in the intercondylar notch of the femoral component to control posterior tibial 
translation. The decision whether to retain or resect the PCL is generally up to the surgeon’s 
discretion. It is often desirable to keep the PCL in knees that have also had MCL released 
because it helps stabilize the medial compartment [59]. Proponents of CS and PS implants prefer 
to remove the PCL to reduce overall variability in femoral rollback, which is the posterior 
motion of the femur on the tibia that naturally occurs with increasing flexion [60]. Surveys and 
functional evaluations of these prosthetics have been thoroughly conducted with equivalent 
performance and patient satisfaction noted between implants [61-66]. In this study, CR and CS 
TKRs are used to examine the effects of the PCL in TKR systems. 
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2.2.1 Cruciate-Retaining Design 
CR TKRs are preferred by some because it is believed that the PCL maintains joint 
stability in deeper flexion by securing the relative position of the femur and tibia [67, 68] and 
potentially improves proprioception [69], although Simmons et al. reported otherwise [70]. 
Retaining the PCL also diminishes stresses in the fixtures by transmitting some of the load [71]. 
However, significant problems with instability and pain occur if the PCL deteriorates following 
surgery, which may happen if the PCL was released too much during surgery or was in poor 
condition already [14]. If the PCL is too lax, it allows paradoxical anterior motion during mid 
flexion [72, 73] and instability [74], but this may also be dependent on the rate of change of the 
radius of curvature on the femoral condyles, which has been shown to cause this motion in 
prosthetics that have a uniform radius [75]. 
A more natural range of motion during activities of daily living has been reported for CR 
designs [69, 76]. Some researchers have reported that the overall ROM of the knee is improved 
in CR TKRs due to an increased femoral rollback [8, 9], which increases the moment arm of the 
quadriceps muscles due to the relative anterior translation of its insertion on the tibia [14], but 
other groups have found insufficient rollback and flexion ROM in these designs in comparison 
with CS and PS TKRs [11-13]. With appropriate ligament balancing techniques, Heesterbeek et 
al. showed that CR TKRs can match natural contact mechanics [73]. 
2.2.2 Cruciate-Substituting Design 
In certain cases, however, use of a CR TKR is not possible because the PCL is 
incompetent or is damaged during the surgery. The choice is then between the PS and CS TKR. 
CS designs do not have an issue of cam-post impingement, have an easier surgery, and preserve 
more bone than posterior-stabilizing TKRs because there is no need for the box cut [77] while 
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achieving the same performance as a PS TKR [63]. They also minimize patellar clunk, which is a 
syndrome in which scar tissue build up gets lodged in the notch during normal activities, because 
the femoral notch is smaller in CS TKRs than PS TKRs [65, 78]. CS implants also have the 
advantage of being able to be used in the aforementioned cases where the PCL is damaged 
during surgery as the femoral component and tibial tray are the same; only the tibial insert 
changes between CR and CS designs [65]. Watanabe et al. showed that there was greater knee 
flexion following PCL sacrifice in a CR TKR [79]. Furthermore, they demonstrated a reduction 
in external rotation during squatting, lunging, and kneeling. Massin et al. also revealed a 
decrease in both AP and IE laxity following replacement with an ultracongruent CS TKR relative 





CHAPTER 3. Quantifying the Roles of the Anterior Cruciate Ligament and Menisci in the 
Internal-External and Anterior-Posterior Constraint of the Knee 
3.1 Introduction 
The menisci and anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) are crucial soft tissue structures that 
affect load distribution, proprioception, and joint stability. Maintaining proper constraint is 
essential for the health of the knee joint. Changes to tibial rotation during gait has been shown to 
cause cartilage thinning due to abnormal shear stress patterns [1]. Reduced internal-external (Int-
Ext) and anterior-posterior (A-P) constraint have been correlated to the development of 
osteoarthritis and further joint deterioration [2]. ACL and meniscal tears are known to increase 
the risk of arthritis and future injury to other ligaments [1, 4, 5, 81-83]. Meniscal tears are the 
second most common sports related injury behind only ACL rupture [6, 84, 85].  Furthermore, in 
people over the age of 65, 67% had a meniscal tear without the presence of osteoarthritis and 
91% of those presenting with osteoarthritis had a meniscal injury in a previous study [7]. It is 
important to understand how the menisci and ACL contribute to joint constraint so that surgical 
interventions, reconstructions, and implant designs can be evaluated and modified to minimize 
the risk of future injury or osteoarthritis.  
Meniscal tears and meniscectomies produce a shift in the center of contact between the 
femoral condyles and the tibial plateau, which moves the load onto regions of cartilage that do 
not support the loads as well [44, 46, 47]. Eliminating the menisci reduces the contact area and 
increases the stresses on the cartilage. The effects of meniscectomy on A-P motion of the joint 
are not fully understood. Some researchers reported an increase in anterior tibial translation after 
medial meniscectomy [48-50], but others show no change [42, 51]. Both menisci are believed to 
behave as a secondary constraint to anterior motion of the tibia following ACL injury [20, 24, 
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25, 52-54].  External laxity has been shown to increase in both in vitro [46] and in vivo [6, 56, 
57] experiments reaching a maximum in either early flexion around 30° [42, 46] or in deep 
flexion [6].  Patients demonstrate reduced flexion at the knee while walking and compensate for 
this at other joints [57] so it is important to study these tissues in cadavers to directly examine the 
mechanistic changes to joint motion. Anterior tibial translation is primarily restrained by the 
ACL. Research has shown that the maximum strain through the ligament occurs at 30° [21, 23], 
and an increase in laxity in early flexion is observed after ACL injury [20, 24, 25]. Internal 
torque also increases the strain in this ligament [4, 29], and changes to internal rotation have 
been observed in some studies [24, 86] but not others [26, 27] following isolated ACL injury. 
Current ACL reconstruction techniques do not always provide sufficient rotary stability [86]. 
The involvement of the menisci and ACL in constraint of the knee has been examined at 
specific flexion positions. This study quantifies the contribution of those soft tissue structures by 
sequentially resecting the tissues in a cadaveric model and evaluating the changes to the passive 
envelope of constraint, which describes the joint’s primary kinematic degrees of freedom in 
response to specific loads throughout flexion. This provides more detail than isolated force-
displacement curves and kinematic measures at discrete flexion positions. By characterizing the 
knee’s full range of Int-Ext and A-P motion, a more complete understanding of meniscal tears, 
meniscectomies, and ACL ruptures is achieved. 
Greater anterior tibial translation was hypothesized to occur following the bilateral 
meniscectomy and this increase would be greater on the medial plateau because of the more 
pronounced medial posterior horn and greater inherent mobility of the lateral meniscus. An 
increase in external rotation is also expected, again due to the removal of the medial posterior 
horn. Following the ACL resection, significantly more anterior tibial translation primarily in 
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early flexion was hypothesized because of the orientation and engagement of the ligament. 
Severing the ACL was expected to reduce constraint in internal rotation. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Cadaver Preparation 
Six fresh-frozen cadaver specimens (all male, age 66.3 ± 5.1 years, BMI 24.7 ± 2.0) with 
no history of either degenerative bone disease or lower limb pathologies were obtained for this 
study. The specimens were thawed at room temperature for 24 hours prior to magnetic resonance 
imaging. All soft tissues more than 19.0 cm distal to the femoral epicondyle axis on the tibia and 
proximal to a mark 21.5 cm above the axis on the femur and were removed. Aluminum fixtures 
were secured to both bone ends with bone cement, and the fibula was secured to the tibia fixture 
with a hose clamp. A spacer was positioned between the fibula and the fixture as needed to 
ensure the normal spacing between the fibula and tibia. 
3.2.2 Experimental Protocol 
The specimens were mounted to a platform in an inverted position, and infrared-emitting 
rigid bodies were attached to the femur and tibia fixtures for tracking with an Optotrak Certus 
motion capture system (NDI, Waterloo, Canada) (Figure 1). A six degree-of-freedom force-
torque sensor (JR3, Woodland, CA) was attached to the distal tibia with an apparatus that 
enabled Int-Ext torques, varus-valgus (Vr-Vl), and A-P loads to be applied to the joint. 
A series of laxity evaluations was performed on each specimen. External loads were 
manually applied to the distal tibia to induce Int-Ext torques, Vr-Vl torque, and A-P loads at the 
knee ranging between ±8 N-m, ±10 N-m, and ±50 N, respectively, while minimizing the applied 
compressive load. Viscoelastic effects were minimized by slowly applying the external loads and 
forces to the joint. In addition, the knees were moved through the full range of motion briefly 
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prior to collection to condition the ligaments. To ensure that the experimenter consistently 
achieved the targeted loading sets, visual feedback that approximated joint load and flexion angle 
was provided using a custom LabVIEW application (National Instruments, Austin, TX). 
Additional manipulations were performed until appropriate coverage was reached. The necessary 
density of points to achieve an accurate approximation (normalized root mean square errors 
below 4%) had previously been determined [87]. 
A surgeon performed a total meniscectomy of both menisci and transection of the ACL 
with the aid of an arthroscope. Meniscectomies were performed prior to the ACL resection in all 
knees. The manual laxity evaluations were repeated after each condition. Prior to surgery, the 
articular cartilage of both the tibia and femur were digitized to align an MRI model. 
3.2.3 Data Analysis 
The MR images of the femur and tibia were segmented using 3D Slicer to create STL 
geometries of the bones and cartilage. These files were uploaded into Hypermesh (Altair 
Engineering, Inc., Troy, MI) and a uniform mesh was created for each bone. Probed points of the 
articular surfaces were used to register these models into the appropriate rigid body’s reference 
frame. Points from the registered models defined the bone-fixed coordinate systems, which were 
used to calculate the kinematics of the joint using the 3-cylindrical open-chain system described 
by Grood and Suntay [88]. However, A-P displacement was calculated and analyzed using the 
lowest point [89] along the tibial superior-inferior axis of the medial (MLP) and lateral (LLP) 
femoral condyles. This was done to focus on the changes observed in each compartment of the 
knee to discern the effects of each menisci. To obtain these points, the registered femur model 
was divided into a medial and lateral compartment and transformed into the local tibial 
coordinate system. The MLP and LLP were calculated at each time point. 
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The external loads and torques measured at the distal tibia during the laxity evaluations 
were transformed to the tibial coordinate system. The loads were processed with a two-way, low-
pass, 6th order Butterworth filter in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). To minimize the 
effects of hysteresis, only the portion of these trials in which the targeted load or torque was 
increasing was included in subsequent data analysis (Figure 2). Radial basis functions were 
trained and used to create an envelope of constraint for each knee to facilitate comparison across 
specimens and between conditions. This methodology has been previously described in the 
literature [87, 90]. Briefly, the experimental data collected during the manual laxity evaluations 
served as the training set for the radial basis functions. The flexion angle, A-P force, Int-Ext 
torque, and Vr-Vl torque were treated as independent variables and the resultant MLP, LLP, Int-
Ext rotation, and Vr-Vl rotation were the dependent variables. Since this method has been shown 
to be resilient to decimation and missing data, the regressed envelopes of motion are consistent 
representations of the constraint of the knee joint [87].  
To quantify the differences following meniscectomy and ACL-resection, both low and 
high stiffness envelopes were approximated for each condition. These two regions were of 
interest because activities of daily living would fall in the low stiffness portion while extreme 
motions like a cutting maneuver would likely push the knees toward the end range of motion. 
Torque-rotation stiffness plots were used to identify the Int-Ext torque predicted for the two 
regions: 1.5 N-m for the low stiffness region and 6 N-m for the high stiffness region (Figure 3). 
Vr-Vl was not a focus of this study so the Vr-Vl torque was selected conservatively such that 
sufficient experimental points were available for all combined torque sets. Therefore, to examine 
the Int-Ext changes the radial basis function was used to approximate the kinematic measures for 
the following set of 1040 flexion-load coordinates. Flexion spanned from 0° to 120°, A-P load 
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ranged from -10 N to 10 N in 10 N increments, and the Vr-Vl and Int-Ext torques spanned ±4 
Nm or ±1 Nm and ±6 Nm or ±1.5 Nm as shown in Figure 4. The resulting kinematics were 
visualized as two separate envelopes of constraint (Figure 5). The differences between the 
envelopes of each condition (intact, meniscectomy, ACL-resected) were calculated. Two-tailed 
paired t-tests (α<.05) were used to evaluate the statistical significance of these differences.  
The A-P motion of the medial and lateral LP was also analyzed using the radial basis 
function; however, due to the dependence of A-P translation on flexion angle, these data were 
better shown by evaluating specific isolines from the approximation. Zero Int-Ext and Vr-Vl 
torque was chosen and the changes in A-P translation in response to ±20 N and ±40 N A-P load 
were calculated. Two-tailed paired t-tests (α<.05) were again used to evaluate the statistical 
significance of these differences.  
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Meniscectomy 
 After the meniscectomy, a significant increase in external rotation ranging from 3° – 6° 
occurred from mid to deep flexion in the low stiffness envelope (Figure 6A). The largest change 
was seen at 80 degrees. The high stiffness envelope only reached a statistical significance in deep 
flexion with a maximum increase in external rotation of 5°. When subjected to anterior loads of 
20 N and 40 N, there was an increase in anterior tibial translation of 2-3 mm on the medial side 
in early to mid flexion (Figure 7), but no changes were observed on the lateral side (Figure 8). 
No differences were observed in the MLP under posterior load (Figure 7), but significantly more 
posterior tibial translation of around 4 mm was observed between 60° and 90° on the lateral side 
(Figure 8). Both results indicate that high anterior or posterior loads cause the knee to externally 




 The ACL-resection was performed after the meniscectomy so all differences and 
statistics were run between the ACL-resected case and the meniscectomy case. In both the low 
stiffness and high stiffness envelopes, a significant increase in internal rotation of up to 3° was 
observed in early flexion (Figure 9). Internal rotation also increased in mid flexion in the high 
stiffness envelope. Resecting the ACL led to a large increase in anterior tibial translation on both 
the medial and lateral sides of up to 10 mm in early to mid flexion (Figures 7 & 8). This 
corresponds to an increase in overall anterior translation without changing Int-Ext rotation. 
3.4 Discussion 
3.4.1 Menisci 
This study found significantly greater external translation following meniscectomy. 
These changes occurred primarily in deep knee flexion, which is in agreement with some of the 
previous research on meniscectomy [6, 56, 57]. It is interesting that in mid flexion significant 
changes were only observed in the low stiffness envelope, which indicates that the menisci may 
play an important role in constraining rotation in the transverse plane initially, but the end range 
constraint is provided by other structures like the collateral and cruciate ligaments. Consistent 
with our hypotheses, an increase in anterior tibial translation of the medial plateau was also 
observed; however, the reduction in constraint occurred in early flexion. An increase in posterior 
tibial translation of the lateral plateau was also observed, which has not been previously reported. 
The anterior horn of the lateral meniscus likely provides significant constraint in mid flexion. 
The menisci are responsible for constraining the knee in Int-Ext and A-P motion at opposite 
times in flexion. It is possible that they become more involved in rotational constraint in deep 
flexion because the collateral ligaments are more lax in this range so secondary structures take 
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more of the burden. Contrastingly, the menisci are more prominently involved in constraining A-
P translation in early flexion because the anterior and posterior horns are more conforming to the 
femur.  
3.4.2 Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
 As hypothesized, significantly more anterior tibial translation occurred following the 
resection of the ACL. The largest change occurred at 30° to both the medial and lateral, which is 
in line with previous findings that the strain in the ACL was greatest in this region. By 
minimizing compression of the joint, the constraint offered by the geometric conformity of the 
femur and tibia is reduced, which may explain why such a large change in anterior translation 
was observed. The ACL was also responsible for constraining internal rotation near full 
extension. This is in agreement with previous findings [24], and may occur because the ACL and 
PCL bind in extension providing increased rotational stability. However, it should be noted that 
the menisci were also removed in this study, so it is possible that with the menisci intact, these 
changes would not be observed as was the case in previous works [26, 27]. The difference 
between the low and high stiffness envelopes of constraint indicated that the ACL governed the 
end range of motion and may not be as involved during low intensity activites. 
3.4.3 Limitations 
This study had a few limitations. First, a low number of specimens were used in this 
study (n = 6) so additional work will be done to expand the number of knees tested to increase 
confidence that the changes observed are representative of the larger population. A post hoc 
power analysis indicated that this study was sufficiently powered (power = .8) to detect a 2.8 mm 
change in A-P motion of the LLP, a 4.0 mm change in A-P motion of the MLP, and a 4.3° 
change in Int-Ext rotation. Another limitation of this study was that all tests were performed with 
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low compressive load, which may reduce or alter the effect of a meniscectomy because they play 
a critical role in transmitting that load across the joint. Additionally, the meniscectomy was 
always performed prior to the ACL resection so additional work should be done to identify the 
effects of an isolated ACL resection. Finally, due to the limitations of testing with cadaveric 
tissue, only double meniscectomies were studied so future research to examine single 
meniscectomies would be beneficial. 
3.5 Conclusion 
The findings of this research further our understanding of the consequences of common 
knee injuries and the underlying soft tissue structures. It is important to recognize that the 
menisci and ACL are involved in constraint to differing degrees across the flexion range. The 
ACL is partially responsible for constraining anterior and internal motion near full extension, 
which is why people are at greater risk of developing osteoarthritis following damage to the 
ACL. The medial meniscus also acts to constrain anterior tibial translation in early flexion, but 
meniscectomies have a much smaller effect on this translation than the ACL resection. Bilateral 
meniscectomy resulted in significantly more external rotation from mid to deep flexion. Lateral 
meniscectomies were not previously thought to affect knee kinematics (4, 41), but these results 
imply otherwise and additional investigation is warranted. In order to properly analyze the 
success of reconstruction techniques or evaluate the risks of meniscectomies, the full range of 





Figure 1. Motion tracking arrays are attached to the tibia and femur, and the force-torque sensor 
was secured to the distal tibia. The femur is mounted in an inverted position. 
 
Figure 2. The load cell data was separated into loading (r ed) and unloading (black) regions. Only 




Figure 3. Representative Int-Ext rotational stiffness plot for all three conditions. The low-high 
stiffness division at 1.5 Nm has been marked. 
 
Figure 4. Predicted Vr-Vl and Int-Ext torque combinations for the low (blu  e) and high (g reen) 




Figure 5. Representative passive envelope of constraint at the low (b  lue) and high (gr een) load 




Figure 6. The mean passive envelopes of constraint for the intact condition that correspond to the 
(A) low stiffness and (B) high stiffness regions have been plotted. The color of each facet 
indicates the magnitude of change in Int-Ext rotation following meniscectomy. Facets 






Figure 7. The changes to A-P translation of the MLP in response to 20 and 40 N anterior and 
posterior loads following meniscectomy and ACL resection. Increases in posterior femoral 
translation correspond to increases in anterior tibial translation. Significant changes (p<.05) after 
the meniscectomy (*) and ACL resection (Δ) are shown. 
 
 
Figure 8. The changes to A-P translation of the LLP in response to 20 N and 40 N anterior and 
posterior loads following meniscectomy and ACL resection. Increases in posterior femoral 
translation correspond to increases in anterior tibial translation. Significant changes (p<.05) after 





Figure 9. The mean passive envelope of constraint for the meniscectomy condition that 
correspond to the (A) low stiffness and (B) high stiffness regions have been plotted. The color of 
each facet indicates the magnitude of change in Int-Ext rotation following meniscectomy. Facets 






CHAPTER 4. Quantifying the Performance of a Cruciate-Substituting Total Knee 
Replacement System Relative to the Cruciate-Retaining Design 
4.1 Introduction 
 Currently, there is a debate about whether the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) should 
be retained or substituted in total knee replacements (TK R). There is also a push by some toward 
bicruciate-retaining designs because it is thought that they will best restore natural knee 
kinematics and achieve better patient satisfaction. The PCL has a primary role in constraining 
posterior tibial translation [19, 34], and a secondary role in external constraint [37-39]. 
Additionally, the PCL is thought to play a role in femoral rollback [10], and more natural 
rollback is observed in cruciate-retaining (C R) designs [8, 9]. However, other researchers 
reported greater rollback in both cruciate-substituting (C S) and posterior-stabilized (P S) TKRs 
[11-13]. Achieving femoral rollback is desirable because it leads to improved flexion ROM due 
to the increase in quadriceps moment arm that occurs as the tibia displaces anteriorly [14]. 
When the patient has a lax or damaged PCL, it is common to sacrifice the ligament and 
use a PS design that has a central tibial post that engages with a femoral cam in flexion to 
restrain posterior tibial translation. These PS designs often constrain varus-valgus (Vr-Vl) and 
internal-external (Int-Ext) rotation to a greater extent [15], and have the added risk of cam-post 
impingement and greater chance of patellar clunking [65, 77, 78]. While increasing the 
geometric conformity reduces the contribution of soft tissues to joint constraint may sometimes 
be necessary [16], the reduction of ROM may impede certain activities and reduce patient 
satisfaction. Therefore, CS designs that utilize a more conforming tibial tray and raised anterior 
lip may lead to greater range of motion while still maintaining the necessary anterior-posterior 
(A-P) and Int-Ext constraint. Most research currently focuses on either CR or PS designs, so this 
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study aimed to characterize the performance of the CS implant relative to its CR alternative. 
Femoral rollback, A-P translation, and Int-Ext rotation were the focus of this comparison. It was 
hypothesized that no difference in posterior tibial translation or Int-Ext rotation would be 
observed due to the elevated anterior lip on the tibial insert. A reduced femoral rollback was 
expected in the CS design because it lacks a force to drive it posterior that the PCL provides as 
tension increases in flexion [26]. 
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Experimental Protocol 
The same cadaveric specimens and protocol were used as in Chapter 3. Following the 
ACL resection, the surgeon performed a total knee replacement using the OMNI APEX CR 
Knee system (OMNIlife Science, Inc., East Taunton, MA). The PCL was then removed and an 
OMNI Ultra Congruent tibial insert was inserted for the CS system (Figure 10). Two different 
surgeons (S1 and S2) participated in this study. The same series of manual manipulations was 
performed on each TKR system. Each implant geometry was digitized in the same way as the 
natural articular surface.  
4.2.2 Data Analysis 
 STL geometries of the femoral component and tibial insert were uploaded into 
Hypermesh (Altair Engineering, Inc., Troy, MI) and a uniform mesh was created for each 
surface. The geometries were registered in the appropriate rigid body’s reference frame using the 
probed articular surfaces. Points from the registered meshes defined the bone-fixed coordinate 
systems, and the same kinematic and lowest point definitions were used as in Chapter 3. The 
methodology to create the passive envelope of constraint and the analyses performed on them 
were consistent with Chapter 3. Because femoral rollback was of greater interest in this study, 
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the motions of the medial and lateral femoral lowest points without any load were examined. The 
radial basis function was used to predict this zero-load flexion path. Paired student t-tests (p < 
.05) were used to identify significant differences between the insert designs.  
4.3 Results 
Due to complications during surgery, only the CR implant was tested for one knee. 
Therefore, for the paired statistics, the remaining five specimens’ data were compared. There 
were no significant differences in Int-Ext rotation between the CR and CS designs at either 
stiffness level (Figure 11). Slightly more external rotation in deep flexion was observed, but was 
not statistically relevant. 
The MLP and LLP moved approximately 9 mm more posteriorly during unloaded flexion 
in the CR design than the CS insert, but this difference was not significant (Figure 12). Due to 
the large variance in this data, the LP motion of the individual knees were examined. Femoral 
rollback occurred in all CR knees operated on by S1 (Knees 1, 2, 5, 6), but paradoxical anterior 
femoral translation is observed in the two knees operated on by S2 (Knees 3, 4) (Figure 13). One 
knee dislocated at 120° under minimal compression. Paradoxical anterior femoral translation 
with flexion was observed in all CS knees (Figure 14).  
Minimal differences were seen in response to posterior load between the CR and CS 
designs on tibial translation (Figures 15 & 16). No statistically significant changes to anterior 
tibial translation occurred, but on average the CS insert had 6 mm more anterior translation in 
deep flexion than the CR (Figures 15 & 16). 
4.4 Discussion 
The CS had similar laxity in Int-Ext rotation and posterior translation despite the 
resection of the PCL. This indicates that the heightened anterior lip and more conforming insert 
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geometry of the CS designs provides sufficient constraint without the need of either the PCL or a 
tibial post-femoral cam as used in PS implants. The increase in anterior tibial translation may 
have been a consequence of the loss of femoral rollback. In the CR designs, the femur translated 
near the posterior edge of the insert leaving little room for additional anterior tibial translation. 
However, in the CS design, the femur remained centrally or even anterior on the tibia so there 
was much more room for anterior translation. 
In cruciate-retaining procedures, it is not uncommon for the surgeon to resect or release 
the PCL if excessive femoral rollback is observed. This is done subjectively when the surgeon 
assesses that the tibia is too far anteriorly displaced in flexion [91]. It is hypothesized that S2 
released the PCL too much during the surgeries, which resulted in the loss of femoral rollback 
observed in the knees on which he operated. This is consistent with observations in previous 
studies that if the PCL is too lax in CR prostheses a paradoxical anterior motion of the femur on 
the tibia with flexion occurs [72, 73]. Combined with the limited sample size, these differences 
between surgeons makes it difficult to state anything conclusive about differences in femoral 
rollback between the two designs. Nevertheless, the results of this study indicate that the PCL 
may play a large role in driving femoral rollback as the knee flexes.  
The two main limitations of this study are the small sample size (n = 5) and minimal 
compression. Additional specimens will be tested to determine if these findings are 
representative of a larger population. The low compressive load may reduce the effect of 
different geometries have on constraint. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The CS design tested in this study performs comparably to the CR system in the context 
of this study. It provides similar constraint in Int-Ext and A-P motion so in circumstances where 
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the PCL is either deficient or damaged during surgery, a CS insert may be used without 
additional bone cuts to maintain equivalent laxity. Additionally, it serves as another option for 
patients when the elevated Vr-Vl constraint seen in PS designs is not desired. The main 
kinematic difference between the CR and CS designs appears to be in femoral rollback. While 
the anterior lip on the CS insert sufficiently prevents posterior tibial translation, it does not apply 
a large enough posterior force on the femur as the knee flexes to retain femoral rollback. This is 
an important consideration because proper rollback can lead to better ROM and patient 
satisfaction. Future studies should investigate whether other CS designs behave similarly, and 
whether changes to the design can be made to achieve rollback. Activities with physiologic loads 
at the joint should also be simulated to quantify differences between the designs during activities 














Figure 11. The mean passive envelopes of constraint for the CR prostheses that correspond to the 
(A) low stiffness and (B) high stiffness regions have been plotted. The color of each facet 
indicates the magnitude of change in Int-Ext rotation following PCL resection and replacement 







Figure 12. The mean difference in (A) MLP and (B) LLP position between the CR and CS 









Figure 13. The lowest point motions during passive flexion for each CR are shown. All knees are 
displayed as right limbs; the left side is the medial compartment of the insert.  
  






Figure 14. The lowest point motions during passive flexion for each CS are shown. Data was not 
collected on Knee 1 for the CS condition. All knees are displayed as right limbs; the left side is 
the medial compartment of the insert. Insert depicted is the CR design to facilitate comparison. 
  




Figure 15. The difference in A-P translation of the MLP in response to 20 and 40 N anterior and 
posterior loads between CR and CS prostheses. Increases in posterior femoral translation 
correspond to increases in anterior tibial translation. Significant changes (p<.05) are shown (*). 
 
Figure 16. The difference in A-P translation of the LLP in response to 20 and 40 N anterior and 
posterior loads between CR and CS prostheses. Increases in posterior femoral translation 





CHAPTER 5. Conclusion & Future Work  
The first aim of this research was to characterize the roles of the menisci and ACL in 
joint constraint. These soft tissue structures are frequently injured and these injuries predispose 
patients to osteoarthritis. The ACL was found to be responsible for constraining anterior 
translation and internal rotation near full extension. The medial meniscus also acts to constrain 
anterior tibial translation in early flexion but to a much smaller extent than the ACL. Bilateral 
meniscectomy resulted in significantly more external rotation from mid to deep flexion. 
Interestingly, the menisci affected joint constraint more so under low loads whereas the ACL 
appeared to govern the end range of motion at higher loads. This may explain why meniscal tears 
are commonly present with ACL tears because the loads that highly engage the ACL have 
already exceeded the constraint the menisci provide. The data presented in this research can 
better inform evaluations of reconstruction techniques and improves our understanding of the 
roles of each tissue. Additional work should be done to expand the data set to increase the power 
of these studies and ensure that these results are representative of a broad population.  
Cruciate-retaining and cruciate-substituting TKR systems were also evaluated in this 
work on the basis of passive joint constraint and femoral rollback. Providing appropriate joint 
constraint is essential for patient satisfaction as it influences the perceived stability and 
functionality of the joint. Achieving femoral rollback is desirable because it leads to improved 
flexion ROM due to the increase in quadriceps moment arm that occurs as the tibia displaces 
anteriorly. The CS design tested in this study performed comparably to the CR system in Int-Ext 
and A-P constraint. However, patterns of femoral rollback greatly differed between designs. 
While the anterior lip on the CS insert prevented excessive posterior tibial translation, it did not 
apply a sufficient posterior force to retain femoral rollback. Future studies should investigate 
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whether other CS designs behave similarly, and whether changes to the design can be made to 
achieve rollback. Additionally, work should be done to investigate whether the same patterns of 
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